DECK EQUIPMENT 6

COMMERCIAL LADDERS
Standard 25" Frame Ladders

These are commercial pool grade ladders that will stand up to heavy-duty use. Ladder
frames are fabricated of 1.90" O.D. x .065" wall, 304 stainless steel tube with mirror finish. Upper ends of ladder frames are fixed to the pool deck with 2 anchor sockets on 20"
centers. In stock set backs from wall of pool are 25”, 27", 30”, 36” and custom set backs
are available if necessary to match your existing anchor locations.
Our ladders include unbreakable HDPE treads with a permanent non-skid surface built in.
For specific applications where heavily used ladders require extra durability upgrade to
a heavy-wall ladder. A tubing wall of .109 or .145 will stand up to the most demanding
applications.
Note: Anchor sockets for deck and escutcheon trim pieces are not included in ladder
pricing please order separately. See below. FOB Factory
Model No
36178-25-065
36399-25-065
36401-25-065
36403-25-065

Description - 1.9" OD, 0.065 wall
2-step 25" ladder- Cross braced
3-step 25" ladder-Cross braced
4-step 25" ladder-Cross braced
5-step 25" ladder-Cross braced

Price
$810.60
$885.87
$988.38
$1107.82

Call for pricing on other model or custom ladders.

Grab Rails by Spectrum

Grab Rails are deck mounted, 304L grade stainless steel handrails for use when the pool
steps are embedded in the pool wall. In wall steps and removable Grab Rails are most
commonly used in pools with bulkheads. These Handrails are normally sold in pairs,
and come in 4 standard configurations to suit almost any deck style. Handrails can be
1.9”OD or 1.5”OD, and wall thickness can vary depending on the rigidity required. With
the different designs and different setbacks almost any deck can be accommodated.
Custom designs available. The four standard styles are shown below. Price on Request.

SPECTRUM PIKE
GRAB RAIL

SPECTRUM BURBOT
GRAB RAIL

Handrails, for Stairs, by Spectrum

Handrails are normally used on stairs down into shallow pools like Hot Tubs or Teach
pools. They can be used on either side, or one in the centre. They are all 304L SS and
can be 1.9”OD, or 1.5”OD, with wall thickness varying depending on rigidity required.
All four styles are available in 48” and 60” lengths, and the 2 and 3 Bend models also
come in 72” lengths. Custom dimensions are also available. The four standard styles are
shown below. Price on Request.

SPECTRUM CISCO GRAB
RAIL

SPECTRUM COHO
GRAB RAIL

SPECTRUM 2 BEND
HAND RAIL

SPECTRUM 3 BEND
HAND RAIL

SPECTRUM KOKANEE
HAND RAIL

SPECTRUM VARDEN
HAND RAIL

Gibraltar style Grab Bars

Commercial grade hand bars that are inexpensive. This style of grab bar was installed
in many pools in the 60’s through the 80’s. They are still available to replace old bars
or for new installations.
Model No
CRH-100 B

Description
Price
Gibraltar Style Grab bars (pair)
$949.45
c/w anchors and escutcheons		
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